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ABSTRACT
Suboptimal environmental conditions during development can substantially alter the epigenome.
Stable environmentally-induced changes to the germline epigenome, in particular, have impor-
tant implications for the health of the next generation. We showed previously that developmental
vitamin D depletion (DVD) resulted in loss of DNA methylation at several imprinted loci over two
generations. Here, we assessed the impact of DVD on genome-wide methylation in mouse sperm
in order to characterize the number, extent and distribution of methylation changes in response
to DVD and to find genes that may be susceptible to this prevalent environmental perturbation.
We detected 15,827 loci that were differentially methylated in DVD mouse sperm vs. controls.
Most epimutations (69%) were loss of methylation, and the extent of methylation change and
number of CpGs affected in a region were associated with genic location and baseline methyla-
tion state. Methylation response to DVD at validated loci was only detected in offspring that
exhibited a phenotypic response to DVD (increased body and testes weight) suggesting the two
types of responses are linked, though a causal relationship is unclear. Epimutations localized to
regions enriched for developmental and metabolic genes and pathway analyses showed enrich-
ment for Cadherin, Wnt, PDGF and Integrin signaling pathways. These findings show for the first
time that vitamin D status during development leads to substantial DNA methylation changes
across the sperm genome and that locus susceptibility is linked to genomic and epigenomic
context.
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Introduction

Vitamin D is mostly known for its roles in reg-
ulating calcium homeostasis and bone mineraliza-
tion [1,2], but emerging evidence shows it also has
important roles in fetal growth, immunity, mental
health, cardiovascular health and reproduction [3–
6]. The role of vitamin D in regulating epigenetic
mechanisms has recently been proposed as a link
to health outcomes [7] but studies demonstrating
epigenetic responsiveness to vitamin D status
remain limited. Clinical studies using leukocytes
have shown a positive relationship between levels
of basal 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25(OH)D) and

global DNA methylation, and dietary vitamin D
supplementation has been shown to increase glo-
bal methylation in a dose-dependent manner [8,9].
Cell culture experiments implicate vitamin D in
regulating chromatin, with the vitamin D receptor
(VDR) shown to associate with repressive chroma-
tin remodelers NCoR1, SMRT/NCoR2, and
HDACs when not bound to the active vitamin D
metabolite, 1,25(OH)2D3 [7,10]. In addition, 1,25
(OH)2D3 supplementation altered transcriptional
activity of the Jumonji domain containing family
of histone demethylases [11–13] and chromatin
accessibility via enrichment of histone acetylation
marks [14,15].
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Recent studies demonstrate that vitamin D
status during pregnancy can determine DNA
methylation states in the offspring. A recent epi-
genome-wide case/control study of a Midwestern
United States pregnancy cohort reported that
maternal vitamin D supplementation with 3,800
IU/day vs. 400 IU/day during pre- and post-natal
development resulted in gain and loss of DNA
methylation in both maternal and infant leuko-
cytes [16]. Several studies in Sprague-Dawley rats
also detected offspring DNA methylation changes
in response to dietary vitamin D depletion dur-
ing gestation [17–19]. In particular, deficiency
induced a significant increase in adult liver global
methylation that was linked to changes in tran-
script levels of DNA methyltransferases (Dnmt1,
Dnmt3a, and Dnmt3b) [17]. We showed pre-
viously that dietary vitamin D depletion during
development (DVD) altered offspring body-
weight and adiposity and led to loss of DNA
methylation at several imprinted loci in adult
liver and sperm of first generation treated ani-
mals as well as the second generation offspring of
treated males [20]. Effect sizes at these imprinted
loci were small (< 10%) and unlikely to have
physiological consequences, but the multigenera-
tional phenotypes were indicative of a greater
epigenetic response to DVD that we proposed
could be propagated through the male germline.

To gain a better understanding of the extent of
DNA methylation response to vitamin D defi-
ciency and elucidate susceptible genes, we charac-
terized the genome-wide impact of DVD on DNA
methylation states of mature adult sperm. As a
homogeneous cell population, sperm provides a
valuable model for studying DNA methylation
response to environment during development.
Human studies link sperm methylation changes
to environmental exposures [21,22], but animal
studies have provided critical evidence to demon-
strate substantial methylation changes specifically
in response to suboptimal environmental condi-
tions (e.g., protein restriction) during development
[23]. Perturbed sperm methylation state may also
serve as an important predictor of future offspring
health outcomes having been linked to impaired
early embryonic development in humans [24–26]
and metabolic dysregulation in mouse models of
protein restriction [23].

Here, we assessed the location, distribution,
effect size, directionality, and genic location of
DNA methylation changes in adult sperm induced
by vitamin D depletion during development. Our
findings of mostly loss of methylation (LOM)
changes distributed across the genome at loci pri-
marily relevant to genes in developmental processes
are indicative of widespread dysregulation of
methylation states in sperm. On the other hand,
our finding that larger effect size methylation
changes were more prevalent at partially methylated
loci as opposed to fully methylated or unmethylated
loci suggests that such partially methylated regions
are more permissive of DVD-induced changes.

Results

Vitamin D depletion during development leads to
mostly loss of CpG methylation across adult
sperm genome

Experimental male mice were generated by cross-
ing Collaborative Cross inbred mice, CC001 dams
and CC011 sires, as described previously [20].
Males were exposed to vitamin D depleted condi-
tions during pre- and post-natal development via
maternal diet of either AIN-93G diet (1000 IU/kg
of vitamin D3, CON) or modified AIN-93G lack-
ing vitamin D (0 IU/kg of vitamin D3, DVD).
Adult (8wks) male sperm samples were selected
from animals that differed in adult body weight
and testes weight between the two diet groups, as
previously reported [20]. Genome-wide DNA
methylation was measured by bisulfite sequencing
(bis-seq) using the Agilent SureSelect Methyl-seq
target enrichment system. After removal of data
that did not pass quality controls (QC, ≥ 20 Phred
quality score and ≥ 10X read depth), known single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), and repetitive
sequences [27], 655,573 CpGs were queried across
the sperm genome (Supplemental Figure S1(a)) to
identify differentially methylated CpGs (DMCs)
between DVD and CON samples.

In total, 15,827 sperm DMCs were detected by
bis-seq using a threshold FDR of 0.01. DMCs were
evenly distributed across the genome (Figure 1(a)).
Relative enrichment of DMCs at each chromosome
was calculated as the ratio of actual and expected
number of DMCs calculated from the proportion of



queried CpGs on each chromosome. The number of
DMCs per chromosome was proportional to the
number of CpGs queried per chromosome with the
exception of Chr 17 and Chr X, which were com-
paratively enriched (Supplemental Figure S1(b)).
Filtering to examine only DMCs with ≥ 10% differ-
ence in methylation did not change this pattern
(Supplemental Figure S1(b)). Most sperm DMCs
were small in effect size with 65% of DMCs
(10,235) having < 10% difference in methylation
between CON and DVD (as calculated by subtract-
ing the weighted average methylation for CON sam-
ples from DVD samples) (Figure 1(b)). However, a
considerable proportion of DMCs (35%, 5,592
CpGs) were 10% or greater in effect size, including
551 DMCs with large effect size changes greater than
20% (Figure 1(b)). DMCs of varying effect sizes were
also seemingly evenly distributed across the genome
(Figure 1(a)). Most of the DMCs (approximately
69%) were due to loss of methylation in the DVD
group compared with controls. This was indepen-
dent of chromosomal location and effect size
(Figure 1(c,d)). Unsupervised hierarchal clustering
of all 15,827 DMCs revealed a consistentmethylation
profile within each treatment group and a distinct
methylation profile between CON vs. DVD treat-
ment groups (Figure 1(e)).

Extent of DVD-induced sperm methylation
change depends on genic location and baseline
methylation state

To examine whether the location and effect size of
sperm DMCs was dependent on co-localization
with gene bodies, we categorized DMCs by locali-
zation in intragenic regions (introns, exons,
untranslated regions (UTRs), ≤ 5kb upstream of
the annotated transcription start site (TSS)) and
intergenic regions (at least 5kb upstream of TSS or
downstream of a gene). 68% of DMCs were
located either in gene bodies or within 5kb of
TSS and more than half of these were intronic
(Figure 2(a)). The other 32% of DMCs were inter-
genic (Figure 2(a)). When comparing the propor-
tion of large vs. small effect size DMCs that
localized to intergenic vs. non-intergenic regions,
45% of large effect size DMCs localized to inter-
genic regions while only 27% of small effect size
DMCs localized to intergenic regions, P = 1.67e-18

(Figure 2(a)). In contrast, only 13% of large effect
size DMCs localized to potential promoter regions
(≤ 5kb upstream of TSS) vs. non-promoter regions
while 19% of small effect size DMCs localized to
potential promoter regions, P = 1.53e-4 (Figure 2
(a)). The directionality of methylation change was
similar between genic locations (Figure 2(b)).

Because we found that the effect size of DVD-
induced DMCs was related to the genic location,
and therefore not randomly distributed, we next
examined whether the effect size was dependent
on the baseline methylation state represented in
the CON sample. Using CON sample methylation
state as the baseline/”normal” state, we categorized
the starting methylation state by DMC effect size.
We found that DMCs with the smallest effect sizes
were more likely to start off as fully hypomethy-
lated (0–10%) or fully hypermethylated (90–100%)
(Figure 2(c)) and were more likely to become
partially methylated as a result of DVD (Figure 2
(d)). On the other hand, DMCs with the largest
effect sizes were more likely to start off as partially
methylated (10–90% methylated) (Figure 2(c)) and
remain partially methylated after DVD perturba-
tion (Figure 2(d)). This relationship was indepen-
dent of directionality of the change in methylation
(LOM vs. GOM) (Figure 2(c)). Overall, the impact
of this effect was a significant increase in the
proportion of partially methylated loci (vs. fully
methylated/unmethylated loci) in DVD sperm
compared with CON (50% vs. 32%, P = 1.56e-
233) (Figure 2(d)). Thus, the sperm of males
exposed to DVD in utero are not just hypomethy-
lated – they specifically have loss of methylation at
loci that would normally be fully methylated.

DVD-induced sperm DMCs occur in clusters
enriched at gene bodies

To determine whether DVD-induced sperm DMCs
detected by bis-seq occur as regions/clusters and
whether cluster size determines the extent of methy-
lation change induced by DVD, we examined the
sizes of clustered DMCs across the genome and
assessed the relationship between cluster size and
effect size. The average distance between CpGs in
the mouse genome was previously estimated at
approximately 120bp [28]. Therefore, we classified
groups of consecutive DMCs with the same



directionality of methylation change within 300bp as
clusters indicative of a differentially methylated
region (DMR). Most of the DMCs (11,712 CpGs,
74%) were singletons and not within 300bp of
another DMC (Figure 3(a)). However, 26% of

DMCs (4,115 CpGs) were present in clusters of two
or more DMCs including one DMR as large as 245
DMCs spanning 3,235bp (Figure 3(a)). Clustering
was associated with greater DNA methylation
changes (P = 1.02e-9) so that larger effect sizes

Figure 1. Maternal DVD causes global loss of DNA methylation across the sperm genome. (a) Chromosomal distribution of the
15,827 DMCs with stacked effect sizes. (b) Total count of the DMCs separated by effect size. (c) Chromosomal distribution of DMCs
with stacked gain or loss of methylation. (d) Pie graphs for GOM and LOM DMCs separated by effect size categories. (e) Heat map of
all 15,827 DMCs with hierarchical clustering separated by loss or gain of methylation. GOM, gain of methylation. LOM, loss of
methylation.



were more likely present in larger clusters vs. smaller
clusters (Figure 3(b)).

To determine whether clustering of DVD-
induced DMCs was related to genic location, clus-
tered DMCs were categorized by genic locations as
described above. The largest two clusters of 54 and
245 DMCs were located at the Rn45s locus, encoding
the 45s pre-ribosomal RNA. This region is poorly
annotated and methylation changes linked to envir-
onment have been shown previously to be con-
founded by repetitive sequence differences between
samples [29]. Therefore, Rn45sDMCs were removed

from further genic location analyses. Clustered
DMCs more frequently localized to exonic regions
compared with singleton DMCs (16% vs. 9%,
P = 6.52e-29) (Figure 3(c)).

DVD-induced sperm DMCs localize to genes
enriched for developmental processes

To assess whether DVD-induced methylation
changes have potential to impact health/disease rele-
vant gene activity and which biological pathways
would be most affected, we determined gene

Figure 2. DVD-induced methylation changes are dependent on DMC genic location and baseline methylation state. (a) Pie graphs
showing percentage of DMCs at each genic location listed, separated by effect size categories (shown above pie). Total percentages
> 100% are due to some DMCs (< 10%) that localized to multiple (overlapping) genes/transcripts. (b) Bar graphs showing the
proportion of DMCs at each genic location with different colors representing gain or loss of methylation comparing DVD with CON.
(c) Dot plot and violin plot of average CON methylation percentage in each effect size categories separated by GOM and LOM. (d)
DMCs with hyper- (methylation level > 90%), partial (methylation level 10–90%) and hypo-methylation (methylation level < 10%).
GOM, gain of methylation. LOM, loss of methylation.



Figure 3. Sperm DMCs cluster into differentially methylated regions. (a) Number of clusters (upper panel) containing different
number of DMCs and the corresponding effect size for each DMC (middle panel) and each cluster (bottom panel). (b) Percent of
clusters with different effect size averaged across DMCs within the cluster. (c) Pie graph for genic location of the DMC in clusters and
singletons, separately. The two largest clusters from RN45s (54 DMCs/cluster and 245 DMCs/cluster) were removed from further
analyses due to poor annotation of this region.



ontology categories for genes with proximity to
DMCs with at least 10% methylation changes.
Using PANTHER gene ontology consortium, 2,440
DMC-associated genes were identified with DMCs
being in the gene body or within 5kb upstream of
TSS. We used statistical overrepresentation analysis
to identify biological processes and pathways rele-
vant to DMCs. DMC-associated gene lists were
enriched for four broad biological processes includ-
ing developmental process, cellular process, biologi-
cal adhesion andmetabolic process (Table 1). For the
247 genes involved in developmental processes,
further analyses revealed significant overrepresenta-
tion for ectoderm development, anatomical struc-
ture morphogenesis, mesoderm development and
cell differentiation (Table 2). PANTHER Pathway
analysis revealed significant positive enrichment for
pathways involved in Cadherin, Wnt, Platelet-
derived Growth Factor and Integrin signaling path-
ways and angiogenesis (Table 3). Overrepresented
terms from Tables 1–3 remained significant when
analysis was performed with DMCs of all effect sizes
(data not shown). Furthermore, when gene pathways
localizing to clustered vs. singleton DMCs were
assessed separately, Wnt and cadherin signaling

pathways were significantly overrepresented in
both datasets (data not shown).

Bis-seq sperm DMCs are partially validated by
pyrosequencing and only present in sperm from
phenotypically responsive mice

To validate DVD-induced DNA methylation
changes detected by bis-seq, we performed targeted
pyrosequencing on the samples included in bis-seq.
DMCs were selected based on effect size ≥ 10%,
DMC clustering, and proximity to genes of interest
including epigenetic regulators, developmental
genes and/or disease-related genes and the ability
to design an overlapping pyrosequencing assay. We
assessed methylation changes at 22 DMCs localized
to 11 regions: three epigenetic regulatory genes
(Tet1, Arid1b and Kdm4b), five developmental
genes (Pdx1, Emx2, Hoxb2, Pth1r and Ctnnb1), one
protocadherin cluster with a significant role in devel-
opment and cancer (Pcdhb12 and Pcdhb20) and the
Parkinson’s disease related Park2 gene [30]
(Figure 4). All regions tested by pyrosequencing
followed the same trend of DVD-induced loss of
methylation observed in the bis-seq dataset. After
correction for multiple testing (FDR< 0.05), 6/11
differentially methylated regions identified by bis-
seq were also determined to be statistically signifi-
cant by pyrosequencing (Figure 4). Interestingly,
effect sizes measured by pyrosequencing were lower
than detected by bis-seq, (4 to 10 % vs. 10 to 28%
mean methylation difference, respectively), suggest-
ing that the extent of methylation response detected
by this bis-seq method may be an overestimate of
actual changes.

Table 1. Biological process analysis for 2440 DMC (effect size
≥ 10%)-associated genes.
Biological
Process

Accession
Number

Percent
Genes

Fold
Enrichment FDR

Developmental
process

GO:0032502 10.1% 1.5 1.8E-07

Cellular process GO:0009987 44.6% 1.1 1.3E-05
Biological
adhesion

GO:0022610 3.0% 1.9 4.7E-05

Metabolic
process

GO:0008152 30.9% 1.1 6.8E-04

Ranked by FDR.

Table 2. Biological process analysis for 247 DMC (effect size
≥ 10%)-associated genes belonging to developmental process.
Biological Process
(Developmental
Process)

Accession
Number

Percent
Genes

Fold
Enrichment FDR

Ectoderm
development

GO:0007398 17.4% 1.9 3.2E-03

Anatomical
structure
morphogenesis

GO:0009653 12.1% 2.0 1.2E-02

Mesoderm
development

GO:0007498 19.4% 1.7 1.5E-02

Cell differentiation GO:0030154 34.0% 1.4 2.7E-02
Ranked by FDR.

Table 3. PANTHER pathway analysis for 2440 DMC (effect size
≥ 10%)-associated genes.

PANTHER Pathways
Accession
Number

Percent
Genes

Fold
Enrichment FDR

Cadherin signaling
pathway

P00012 2.0% 2.7 7.0E-06

Wnt signaling
pathway

P00057 3.0% 2.0 5.9E-05

Angiogenesis P00005 1.0% 1.9 3.6E-02
Platelet-derived
Growth Factor
signaling pathway

P00047 1.0% 2.0 3.8E-02

Integrin signaling
pathway

P00034 2.0% 1.9 4.1E-02

Ranked by FDR.



Since sperm samples chosen for bis-seq were
partly selected on the basis of the animals having
a phenotypic response to DVD, we determined
whether methylation response to DVD only coin-
cided with phenotypic response. We defined

phenotypic ‘responders’ and ‘non-responders’
based on DVD-induced changes in relative body
weight and testes weight described previously [20]
(Figure 5(a,b)). Interestingly, none of the DVD-
induced methylation changes validated by

Figure 4. Pyrosequencing validation of bis-seq detected sperm DMCs. Line graphs of DNA methylation at individual CpGs (left panel)
and mean methylation across the region assayed (right panel) measured by pyrosequencing. Location of assayed CpG is illustrated
above each plot. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Asteriks (*) represent significant difference using Wilcoxon test
followed by Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple testing, FDR< 0.05. Arrow heads indicate bis-seq identified DMCs.



pyrosequencing in phenotypic responders were
detected in sperm from phenotypic non-respon-
ders (Figure 5(c)). The co-occurrence of epigenetic
and phenotypic (growth/developmental) response
to DVD support a hypothesis that individuals dif-
fer in their response to DVD.

Discussion

This study demonstrates for the first time that vita-
min D status during development has widespread

effects on DNA methylation in the adult male germ-
line. Changes were mostly loss of methylation and
relatively evenly distributed across the genome sug-
gesting a commonmechanism of methylation dysre-
gulation. Larger effect size methylation changes were
more prevalent at intergenic regions and at partially
methylated regions suggesting these regions are
more susceptible to epigenetic dysregulation by
DVD. Although most changes occurred at single
CpGs, approximately 26% of DMCs occurred in
regions of > 1 consecutive DMCwith same direction

Figure 5. Comparison of DVD-induced sperm CpG methylation changes between animals with and without phenotypic response to
DVD. G1 8wk (a) body weight and (b) normalized testes weight of CON and DVD treated offspring stratified by cohort of ‘responders’
vs. ‘non-responders’ to DVD. (c) Methylation at 7 validated CpGs measured by bis-seq (top panel) and pyrosequencing in sperm of
responders cohort (middle panel) and non-responders cohort (lower panel). Asterisks denote significant differences (**P < 0.01, and
*P < 0.05) using Student’s t-test followed by Bonferroni correction for multiple testing. Statistical significance for bis-seq was
determined by logistic regression with SLIM method for multiple testing (see methods); pyrosequencing significance determined by
Wilcoxon test with Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple testing. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.



of methylation change and these were more preva-
lent at exonic regions compared to singletons (16%
vs. 9%). Finally, genes localized to DVD-induced
sperm methylation changes were enriched for
important developmental processes including Wnt
and Cadherin signaling pathways.

One of the most interesting findings was that the
closer the baseline (CON) methylation state was to
the extremes of hypo- and hyper-methylation the
smaller the methylation response to DVD. Further
assessment of the baseline methylation state across
different genic regions in our dataset revealed that
the fully hypomethylated regions were more likely to
be in promoter regions (5kb upstream of TSS &
5ʹUTR) vs. non-promoter regions (adjusted
P = 4.32e-182); the fully hypermethylated regions
were more likely to be in gene body regions (introns,
exons & 3ʹUTR) than non-gene body regions
(adjusted P = 7.87e-37); and the partially methylated
regions were more likely to be in intergenic regions
(downstream of 3ʹUTR + intergenic) than non-inter-
genic regions (adjusted P = 1.45e-49) (Supplemental
Figure S2). This is in concordance with what has
been described previously (reviewed in [31]) and
indicates as expected that gene promoters and bodies
may be more resistant to DVD-induced epigenetic
perturbation while intergenic regions are more sus-
ceptible. Additional studies would be necessary to
further elucidate the role of sequence context in
epigenetic sensitivity to vitamin D depletion and
the functional consequences of these changes.

A large number of the genome-wide loss of
methylation changes detected here localize to genes
involved in Wnt (168 genes, 68 with effect size
> 10%) and Cadherin (95 genes, 45 with effect size
> 10%) signaling pathways, demonstrating enrich-
ment of genes in these pathways, which could be
indicative of perturbed sperm development [32,33]
or perturbed development of the second generation
which could inherit these changes. Any sperm devel-
opmental changes in these first generation animals
would likely be subtle since our previous assessment
of DVD in males showed no difference in sperm
count or litter size [20]. We did show that the
DVD-induced sperm methylation response at vali-
dated loci was only present in offspring that also
exhibited an increase in bodyweight and testes
weight. Although no causal relationship could be
determined with the present study, co-occurrence

of the two types of DVD-induced responses, in
light of the Wnt and Cadherin sperm methylation
changes, further implicates a developmental effect of
DVD. Alternatively, since mature sperm are nor-
mally maintained in a hypermethylated state
(reviewed in [34,35]), thought to restrict aberrant
gene activation and protect germline genome integ-
rity leading up to fertilization (reviewed in [36]), it
would be important in future studies to determine
whether DVD-induced loss of methylation increases
susceptibility to genome instability. In either case,
this could represent a ‘sensitized’ epigenetic state
that would be more susceptible to further environ-
mental perturbation.

A potential cause for caution in interpretation
of the biological relevance of these findings is the
difference in methylation changes detected by bis-
seq vs. pyrosequencing. Targeted bis-seq per-
formed here identified 13,180 differentially methy-
lated regions (including singletons), and statistical
significance was validated at 6/11 regions although
with lower effect sizes detected by pyrosequencing.
This difference is not surprising since these two
methods utilize very different techniques with dif-
ferent levels of intrinsic interindividual sample
variance to arrive at an estimate of methylation
levels for a CpG. Few studies report multiple
methods of detection as a direct comparison but
those that do report similar differences [37].
However, if we assume that the pyrosequencing
measure is the correct estimate, the more cautious
conclusion based on the pyrosequencing estimates
is that the overall number and effect sizes detected
by the bis-seq method used here may be an over-
estimation of methylation response to DVD.
Nonetheless, even when this lower estimate is
taken into account, a substantial number of
regions across the genome would still be consid-
ered perturbed (~ 7,249) and since the ability to
validate by pyrosequencing was seemingly not
related to effect size, genic location of the changes,
or basal methylation state, the other conclusions
remain supported by the data.

Conclusions

In summary, this study provides critical evidence of
the ability of vitamin D status during development to
perturb methylation states in the adult male



germline. It also builds on our previous study to
further support the hypothesis that vitamin D defi-
ciency leads to methylation dysregulation. Our data
provide an initial characterization of several poten-
tial factors related to susceptibility to DVD-induced
methylation response including baseline methyla-
tion state and sequence context. Future studies will
be important for addressing the mechanism of
DVD-induced methylation perturbation, particu-
larly whether this response is a direct effect of
reduced availability of vitamin Dmetabolites impor-
tant for epigenetic regulation or an indirect outcome
of poor health related to vitamin D deficiency. Of
equal importance is understanding the extent of
methylation response in other cell types with rele-
vance to human health, and the impact of methyla-
tion changes on sperm development and/or second
generation phenotypes.

Methods

Animals

Animal handling was performed in accordance with
the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals under the corresponding animal protocol
at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Collaborative Cross inbred strains CC001/Unc
(CC001) and CC011/Unc (CC011) mice were
obtained from the UNC Systems Genetics Core
Facility [38].

Dietary treatment and breeding scheme were pre-
viously described [20]. Briefly, CC001 dams were fed
vitamin D depleted diet (DVD, modified AIN-93G
diet #119266, 0 IU/kg of vitamin D3, Dyets Inc.) or
control diet (CON, AIN-93G #110700, 1000 IU/kg of
vitamin D3, Dyets Inc.) five weeks prior to mating
with CC011 sires until weaning. All offspring were
transferred to standard rodent chow (Teklad 8604,
Harlan Laboratories, 2400 IU/kg of vitamin D3)
upon weaning. All samples were collected immedi-
ately after euthanasia.

Targeted bis-seq library preparation

Mature sperm was isolated from adult male off-
spring, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at
−80 °C and purity was confirmed as previously
described [20]. To ensure we compared bis-seq

from affected animals and not just any treated ani-
mals, we intentionally selected samples from DVD
males with the greatest differences in body weight
compared to CON [20]. Genomic DNA was
extracted from sperm using phenol-chloroform as
previously described [39] and quality was assessed
using the 260/230 wavelength ratio measured by
NanoDrop 2000 spectrometer (Thermo Scientific).
Quantity of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) was
measured using the Quant-it PicoGreen dsDNA
assay (#P7589, Life technologies). 3 μg dsDNA was
used as input and library preparation was carried out
using the SureSelectXT Mouse Methyl-Seq system
(Agilent) following the manufacturer’s instruction.
Libraries were multiplexed and sequenced on the
Illumina HiSeq2500 (Illumina).

High-throughput sequencing and data quality
control (QC)

The workflow for identifying methylation calls
and differentially methylated CpGs were illu-
strated in a diagram in Supplemental Figure S3.
Illumina HiSeq single-end 100 bp long reads were
generated and trimmed using Trimmomatic (v.
0.35) with a sliding window of four basepairs
and a minimum quality of 15 [40]. The resulting
reads were mapped to UCSC mm9 mouse gen-
ome using Bowtie2 (v. 2.2.5) and methylation
calls were made using Bismark (v. 0.14.5)
[41,42]. Only CpGs with ≥ 10X coverage and
≥ 20 quality score were included in the analyses.
Methylation bias plots produced by Bismark
showed bias at the first 5 and last 9 bases and
these bases were removed. Next, Single
Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) and other
sequences that would potentially interfere with
CpG methylation calls were removed from the
dataset. Specifically, SNPs were identified here
by comparing the C57BL/6J NCBI37/mm9 refer-
ence genome to the pseudogenomes of CC001
and CC011 imputed by the UNC systems genetics
core and publicly available on the website as
MOD files (http://csbio.unc.edu/CCstatus/index.
py?run=PseudoOld). ‘Blacklisted’ regions includ-
ing repetitive regions and poorly annotated
regions of the genome were also removed from
the dataset [27].

http://csbio.unc.edu/CCstatus/index.py?run=PseudoOld
http://csbio.unc.edu/CCstatus/index.py?run=PseudoOld


Methylation analysis

MethylKit (v. 0.9.5), an R (v. 3.2.3) package, was
used to identify differentially methylated CpGs by
logistic regression comparing among the reads for
a given locus, the proportion of methylated cyto-
sines between DVD and CON groups [43,44].
Regression analyses was performed on data after
normalizing the coverage between loci using a
scaling factor based on the differences in median
coverage distributions among CpGs. P-values from
the regression analyses were adjusted for multiple
comparisons using the SLIM method, within the
MethyKit package [45]. A false discovery rate
threshold of 0.01 was applied to identify differen-
tially methylated CpGs (DMCs). DMC calls at
positive strand were removed to eliminate poten-
tial off-target capture by the bait library that tar-
geted negative strand.

DMCs identified by regression were filtered
further to remove potential SNPs not present
in the CC MOD files (http://csbio.unc.edu/
CCstatus/index.py?run=PseudoOld). To identify
which DMCs potentially overlapped a known
SNP, DMC genomic locations were first con-
verted from UCSC mm9 to mm10 using UCSC
liftOver tool. SNPs that overlapped with DMCs
were then identified by cross-referencing DMCs
with a dbSNP142-based SNP variance file
(accessed through Mouse Genomes Project at
http://www.sanger.ac.uk/science/data/mouse-gen
omes-project) that included genotypes of the
eight CC founder strains (A/J, C57BL/6J,
129S1Sv/ImJ, NOD/ShiLtJ, NZO/H1LtJ, CAST/
EiJ, PWK/PhJ, and WSB/EiJ) using the
intersectBed operation from the command line
tool bedtools [8,46]. Next, founder strain(s) were
assigned for each CpG-overlapping DMC using
the founder probability tables for CC001 and
CC011 (http://csbio.unc.edu/CCstatus/index.py?
run=FounderProbs). Any DMC with a known
SNP and different or unknown founder geno-
types was removed from our dataset. DMCs
with a bimodal methylation distribution were
genotyped by Sanger sequencing and excluded
if confirmed to be a SNP.

Heatmaps with hierarchical clustering for the
15,827 sperm DMCs was made in R version 3.3.1
using the ‘gplots’ package.

Gene ontology and pathway analysis

DMCs were queried for proximity to annotated
genes based on the NCBI Reference Sequence
Database (RefSeq). Genes with DMCs (effect size
≥ 10%) in the gene body or within 5kb of TSS
(Refseq) were used in gene ontology (GO) and path-
way analysis performed through the Protein Analysis
through Evolutionary Relationships (PANTHER)
database (Version 13.0, released 2017-11-12)
[47,48]. A Fisher’s exact test with FDR multiple test
correction was performed to determine overrepre-
sentation of genes in biological processes or path-
ways that were enriched in our dataset relative to
PANTHER’s reference list [49]. Lastly, GO analysis
and overrepresentation tests were performed for
DMCs of all effect sizes to confirm if terms signifi-
cantly overrepresented for DMCs of ≥ 10% effect size
were also present for DMCs of all effect sizes.

Pyrosequencing validation

Pyrosequencing was performed on sperm samples
used for bis-seq (n = 5) and additional sperm samples
(CON, n = 5 and DVD, n = 6). DNA from frozen
mature sperm samples was extracted by phenol-
chloroform method [39]. DNA purity was assessed
by NanoDrop 2000 spectrometer (Thermo Scientific)
using the optical density at wavelengths 260/230 and
double stranded DNA quantity was determined by
the Quant-it PicoGreen dsDNA assay (#P7589, Life
technologies). Genomic DNA was bisulfite-converted
using the EZ DNA methylation Gold kit (#D5006,
Zymo research) according to the manufacture’s
instruction. Pyrosequencing PCR and sequencing pri-
mers were designed to avoid known SNPs/deletions
that would interfere with PCR or sequencing.
Pyrosequencing was performed using the Pyromark
Q96MD instrument (QIAGEN) with corresponding
primers (Supplemental Table S1). PCR and sequen-
cing were performed in duplicates and the mean
methylation of duplicates was used. Mean methyla-
tion percentage for each assay represented here is the
average of all CpGs assayed across the given region.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using JMP Pro
software version 12.2.0 (SAS, NC) unless otherwise

http://csbio.unc.edu/CCstatus/index.py?run=PseudoOld
http://csbio.unc.edu/CCstatus/index.py?run=PseudoOld
http://www.sanger.ac.uk/science/data/mouse-genomes-project
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specified. Two-tailed Fisher’s exact test was used to
separately test the null hypotheses that (i) the pro-
portions of intergenic vs. non-intergenic DMCswere
the same for small and large effect size DMCs; (ii) the
proportions of promoter vs. non-promoter DMCs
were the same for small and large effect size DMCs;
(iii) the proportions of partially methylated (10–90%
methylation) vs. fully unmethylated/methylated
(< 10% and > 90%) DMCs were the same for CON
and DVD samples; (iv) the proportions of exonic vs.
non-exonic DMCs were the same between clustered
DMCs and singleton DMCs and (v) the proportions
of DMCs that localized to different genic locations
(promoter (5kb upstream of TSS & 5ʹUTR), gene
body (introns, exons & 3ʹUTR) and intergenic
regions (downstream of 3ʹUTR + intergenic)) were
the same for different methylation states in CON
samples (fully hypomethylated, partially methylated
and fully hypermethylated). P-values for the set of
fisher’s exact tests in (v) were adjusted for 9 compar-
isons using Bonferroni correction [50].

Linear regression was performed to determine the
relationship between the extent of DNAmethylation
changes and DMC clustering. Specifically, number
of DMCs per cluster (log transformed) was used to
predict cluster effect size averaged across DMCs
within the cluster. The model adjusted for length of
clusters and diet effect (GOM or LOM). Normal
distribution of residuals was examined using histo-
gram and normal quantile plot. Singletons and the
two Rn45s clusters (with 54 and 245 DMCs, respec-
tively) were excluded.

Statistical analysis for pyrosequencing results
was carried out using R version 3.3.1. Shapiro-
Wilk goodness-of-fit test was performed on ori-
ginal data as well as log transformed data. Data
was not normally distributed and therefore
non-parametric Wilcoxon tests were performed
for methylation percent at single CpGs and
average methylation percent across each
assayed region. Correction for multiple com-
parisons was performed using the Benjamini-
Hochberg approach and false discovery rate
(FDR) less than 0.05 was considered statistically
significant [51].

Body weight and testes weight were analyzed
using two-tailed Student’s t-test after confirming
normality using the Shapiro-Wilk goodness-of-fit
test and confirming equal variance using Bartlett’s

test. P values were adjusted for 2 comparisons
using Bonferroni correction [50].
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